
Year: 2
Date: Friday 11th June
Date Due: Wednesday 16th June

Spelling: There will be spellings this week, please check the
front cover to see which group you are in.  If you have
learnt all the spellings please start looking at the next
200 high frequency words on the website.

Reading: Children to read with parents daily.
Reading Eggs: Please continue to login and complete Reading Eggs

Online:

Mathematics Please complete the Mathletics tasks
Creative
Curriculum

We are going to start preparing for our Pirate day. On
Pirate day, we will be pirates. One of the tasks will be
to look for buried treasure. Pirates love hiding treasure
and then making maps to help them remember where
the treasure was hidden. I would like you to create a
treasure map and see if anyone can find your treasure.
I would like to create a map and a treasure hunt for
someone in your family or your friends.  I will give you
2 weeks to do this. Here is what I would like you to do:

1. I would like you to hide some treasure ( an
object). You can hide a toy or a treasure chest (
box).

2. Create a map leading to this object. Remember
to draw it from the birds’ eye viewpoint ( that
means drawing it from above), like we have done
in class. I have included some example maps for
you to see.

3. Give the map to the treasure seeker.
4. Write a diary entry pretending you are a pirate all

about the treasure hunt. Did the treasure seeker
find the treasure? Was it easy for them? Did they
have fun?  Where did you hide your treasure?

This is great and important practice for Pirate Day (
22nd June!).



Additional
Information:

Creative Curriculum:
We are very excited to say that we will be having Pirate
day on the 22nd June. All children will need to dress up
as a pirate. They will also need to bring a snack and a
water bottle.
We will also be having a Pirate workshop on the 30th
June.

Maths:
We are now moving onto money. We are going over
recognising different coins and then looking at giving
change. We will be consolidating addition and
subtraction in this way. We will then move onto word
problems about money.

P.E:
P.E will now be moved to Fridays. Please come to
school in your P.E Kit on Fridays.

Thank you Ms Starodubsteva


